
Scam of the Week™

March 31, 2017  Austin

World Tour continues tomorrow  at Trump International Lions Municipal 

Golf Course and Spa™.  .  .  April Fools!!!!!!

Joke of the Week™  To the optimist, the glass is half-full. To the pessimist, 

the glass is half-empty. To the engineer, the glass . . . visit The Reverend 

Tony™ for Joke of the Week™.

Football Sooners practice for Spring Game on April 8 and Mighty 

Mighty Horns practice for Spring Game on April 15.

Fútbol Arsenal return from internationals must win 4-0 over visiting 

Manchester City to have any chance for Champions League (€100M/$108M) 

but the squad is still in turmoil such as Wenger is out of contract as are Alexis 

and Özil.   Then West Ham visit Wednesday for another must win 4-0. Sunday 

from 10a cdt only at Emirates and on NBCSN. Wednesday only at Emirates and 

online.

Sun Hing say “Plan ahead so you donʼt have to do anything right now.”

Password tonight is “Smooth move Ex-Lax”

Peace, love, and margaritas at Mattʼs Famous El Rancho, I remain The 

Reverend Tony™.

Polyticks Ivanka is now  a White House employee so President Daddy can 

claim “executive privilege” which helped bring down Dick Nixon as it shows guilt 

by taking the fifth.
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If Ivanka is unpaid then she must be a Communist such as paid by Russia.

Finally, Pelosi and Schummer should get off the stage for the next 

generation such a MʼObambi, CʼBooker and BʼOʼRourke!!! April Fools!!!!!

Trumpster Fire of the Week™ Trumpster™ will not throw out first pitch 

of baseball season probably because he pitches from the left and underhand.

Light, sweet crude is up 5.5% at $50.35, as natural gas is also up 5.6% at 

$3.191. The €uro is down 0.8% at $1.0691. 

1  dead this week in The War Without End, Amen™ = 6 for 2017.

click for a pdf of this Scam of the Week™
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